By Owen Wayman

Saturday night may well be a momentous one in Santa Barbara, if the Aztecs in Downey Stadium beat the San Diego State Aztecs, they will win their first 2C2A team only if they down the Aztecs and get the crown.

In the Aztecs, who have a conference record of two wins and one tie, the Gauchos will be meeting a team which is fired up for an upset and which wants the championship just as badly as the Gauchos. However, the Gauchos have their hearts set on that title and will be out after blood following last week’s loss to Whittier, and a real battle should result.

In scoring their three conference wins, the Gauchos downed Fresno State, Cal Poly and Pepperdine. San Diego sports wins over Cal Poly, 124-26 last week, over Pepperdine. Their record was marred by a tie with Fresno.

Gorrie vs. Preston

The Gauchos should have enough strength for the tilt and a battle for supremacy is expected to develop between Gauchos Fullback Dave Gorrie and Halfback Art Preston of San Diego. Gorrie is the leading scorer in the conference, Preston the leading tackler.

Last week Dave was the star performer against Whittier, while for Preston the loss to Whittier was his third. Both men are being mentioned for post season honors.

Under Coach Bill Schutt, the Aztecs will field a team which is favored to win not only the conference, but to win a national battle for supremacy which is ranked with some of the nation’s small colleges.

Saturday’s season finale should be the best to see in a long while for Santa Barbara fans who will try in return home after Thanksgiving to give the Gauchos the boost they desire, and will need to win this big one.

**Pledge Classes to be ‘Nonhyte Naughties’ in Gauchos Roundup**

“Nonhyte Naughties,” provocative title given to the second Gauchos Roundup, will be presented by the Assembly Committee on November 30 at 7:30 pm in the Ferguson Auditorium. Fred Gorner will emcee the brief skits, which will be presented by the pledge classes of many of the sororities and fraternities.

Skits must be five minutes in length and should be submitted by 12:00 noon, Wednesday, November 25, according to Pat Meehan, student committee chairman.

**Webster’s Dictionary**

Academic Standard Of Faculty Rises

The steadily rising academic standard of the faculty members at Santa Barbara College, the University of California was brought out in the anniversary toast by Dr. J. J. Miller, the chairman of the faculty, which, at 56.1 per cent new business.

Last year the number of doc- torates was 49.9 per cent.

The faculty members who now have doctorates is based on sta- tistics showing that 101 of the 180 degrees and an additional 13 or 7.2 per cent have master’s degrees. These percentages are consid- ered exceptionally high for a fac- ulty group, especially in view of the an- nual rise in educational institutions. Make application soon.

In accordance with the latest 2C2A statistics, which are not up to date, the students will meet joint- ly with representatives of the Associated Students to confer on the interpretation of the arts. A SANTA BARBARA COLLEGE
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**Warhoops to Greet Aztecs Saturday**

The Aztecs will probably have a predominately Trojan crowd to face them. The Aztecs have been the Gauchos’ most consistent opponent this season.

**The Snowman by the Manger**

Hodie, Christus Natus Est Pollack
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On Awarding Freshman Scholarships...

Registration figures indicate that Santa Barbara College is close to becoming a "JC Transfer College." The Associated Students must steps to encourage high school seniors to seriously consider entering Santa Barbara College as freshmen. A vigorous publicity campaign citing the bright future of the College and the new Goleta campus, plus all the advantages of belonging to the University of California, will help but a general publicity program is needed.

A plan for awarding promising high school senior scholarships to the College is deserving of attention by the Legis­lative Council. Such a plan would serve a double purpose, first publicizing the College as an educational institution and secondly providing a financial inducement to enter here.

Not Only Money Counts

With scholarships, it is not always the amount of money granted that is important, it is the fact that they are granted in competition for high scholastic and personal attributes. A competition would affect many more promising students than the number of scholarships granted.

Furthermore, the scholarships would not have to exceed fifty dollars per semester for the freshman year, and would not have to be continued beyond that time since there are many other scholarships which are awarded to students.

There are many possible sources of money for these scholarships. Associated Students activities such as the Roadrunner Revue and the Santa Barbara Coast Carnival could be the benefit of a scholarship fund. Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic could raise money for one or more scholarships.

All Orgs Could Help

Organizations such as AWS could sponsor social benefits, AMU could sponsor workdays, Honorary groups such as Delta Phi Delta, Phi Beta and the Industrial Arts Club could sponsor sales, art galleries, concerts. Universities could be prepared and this is agreed with a spontaneous "It can't be done!" or "You can't get kids to do it." Last year's offers on example which proves that it can be done.

The "Summer Bounce" held at Goleta raised several hun­dred dollars for the sorority whose Homecoming float burned. That was only a small percentage of the Associated Students' resources. What would happen if the whole campus went to work on bringing more freshmen to Santa Barbara College?

NEW SAE ADVISOR

Due to the absence on salubrious leave of Dr. Russell Buchanan next semester, Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity will have Mr. J. A. D. Munselle, Business Manager of the College, as fraternity sponsor for the spring semester.
Poets Sock Gauchos 18-6

Coach Williamson to Leave for Service

When the Gauchos line up to meet the challenge of the Aggies Friday, they will be playing under a new head coach for the first time in four years. Coach Williamson will step down to take a position with the San Francisco Police Department.

Williamson is only the second head coach in Gauchos' history. In his four years at the helm, he has led the Gauchos to a record of 11 wins, 11 losses, and 8 ties.

IN MUDDY TUSSLE

ENGLMEN BEATEN

In a muddy contest, the Gauchos defeated the Whittier Poets 18-6. The game was marked by wet conditions and muddy fields.

The Gauchos scored their first touchdown early in the first quarter, when Dave Gorrie scored a touchdown on a 42-yard touchdown run. The Poets tied the game later in the first quarter, but the Gauchos scored again early in the second quarter to take a 14-6 lead.

After the Poets scored their second touchdown late in the second quarter, the Gauchos scored again early in the third quarter to take a 21-6 lead. The Poets scored their third touchdown late in the third quarter, but the Gauchos scored again late in the fourth quarter to seal the victory.

The Gauchos' defense was dominant, holding the Poets to just six points. The Gauchos' offense was led by Dave Gorrie, who had two touchdowns and a two-point conversion.

Coca-Cola

Coca-Cola is the official sponsor of this event. You can purchase Coca-Cola products at the Coke Booth located in the Student Lounge. Coca-Cola is the perfect drink to enjoy on a hot day, and it's a great way to stay hydrated.

The College Bookstore

The College Bookstore is the official sponsor of this event. You can purchase books, supplies, and other items at the Bookstore. The College Bookstore is the perfect place to find everything you need for your classes.

The Duffer

The Duffer is a new type of coat that is designed to keep you warm in the cold. The Duffer is made of a special material that is water-resistant and windproof. The Duffer is available in a variety of colors, so you can find the one that is perfect for you.

Patronize Gauchos advertisers.

Advertisers — noGauchos.}

THE CORRIE S, Dick, Dave, Doug, harmonize in their famous trio which sounds as sharp in the locker room as it functions on the gridiron.

Dick, Dave, Doug — Newscaster's Nightmare

Much to the consternation of fired football powers, and doubly confusing to the sports authorities and enthusiasts following Santa Barbara's pigskin prog- ress, the Gauchos have probably the nation's only three brother act in college football, namely, Dick, Dave, and Doug Gorrie.

Not only does confusion develop from the obvious alliteration of the Dick, Dave and Doug, but also there is an amazing similarity in their ability to produce on the gridiron. This latter fact is one of the more influential factors dis-

Dick, a 23-year-old senior, has the best passing percentage in the league with a sharp-shooting .532, and is well up the list in total yardage, besides being an outstanding field general.

Doug, at nineteen and a sopho-

 ende, is second in the ranks of the league's rushers with a 4.2 yards per carry average from his fullback slot.

The other Gorrie of voting age is 21-year-old Doug; a junior and a capable man at both defensive and offensive roles.

From Pasadena

Biographically, the clan is Pasa- dian in origin, where all three learned their pigskin ABC's at city's high school and City College. But they had to wait to become Gauchos to fulfill their major ambition to play football together. The recently-cast Poly gang witnessed an unusual play in which all three brothers handled the ball for the dual goal.

Another major goal of the trio is to finish college with a degree in P.E. and coaching. This leads to the conclusion that some day a triumvirate of mentors may influence the football fortunes of some institution as coaches in the same accomplished manner as they have as players here.

Patronize Gauchos advertisers.

No advertisers — no Gauchos.
DAVENPORT SPEAKS ON INSECT STUDIES

Second in a series of three scientific lecture-demonstrations presented on Wednesday evenings at the Alboceca Theatre will be given November 29 by Dr. Donald Fountain of the Biological Science Department.

Titled, "You, Frich and the Language of the Bees," the lecture will review what is considered one of the outstanding studies of insect behavior ever made.

'ANTIGONE' REVIEW

Continued from page one a curtain and the further fact that all the players are revealed onstage and this mime the introduction by the Chorus.

Theatrical Device

Furthermore such a theatrical device as the spectacle of a red light and deep haze to denote slaughter was effective in Shakespeare's Hamlet but is off-key in the classic 'Antigone.'

Worthy of mention in the supporting cast, besides Miss Rodney, are Wally Janson as the Chorus and the three Guards who performed their parts as "lumps of clay" admirably.

'Antigone' will again be presented next Friday evening at 8:30 pm on the Riviera stage.—KT

GOLETA CAMPUS CONVERSION WORK, DISMANTLING NOW IN FULL SWING

Three buildings have been dismantled and eight others are in the process of demolition as conversion work gets into full swing on the new Goleta campus.

Materials from the structures being dismantled are to be saved, some in stockpiles and others in use, for use in remodeling some 50 buildings in the former Marine Corps barracks area.

Robert Floyd, planning engineer in charge of throat details for the new campus, reported that work will start next month on re-routing electric lines in the athletic field area, as well as relocating water lines.

"We hope to complete grading of the athletic field area by Spring, when plantings will be made," explained Floyd. "This will give the grass a full year of growth before possible use."

Floyd is also being made on plans for permanent structures, some of which must be completed before the college moves to its new location.

Five sets of preliminary plans have been made for the library building, with the floor plan virtually crystallized. A meeting of the architect and the College Science Building Committee will be held soon. Floyd said that he hopes to take preliminary plans for both of these structures to the Regents in January for approval.

The conversion work on the 408-acre campus is expected to take a year. Work on permanent structures is expected to be under way, however, before conversion is completed.

Eventually, all converted buildings will be replaced by permanent ones, in what the Regents and President Robert Gordon Sproul have planned as a model liberal arts institution.

DISMANTLING NOW IN FULL SWING

GOLETA CAMPUS CONVERSION WORK,

AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM

BEFORE YOU SMOKE THEM

...you can tell Chesterfields will smoke milder, because tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.

AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM

...you have no unpleasant after-taste.

WHILE YOU SMOKE THEM you get more pleasure than any other cigarette can give you—that's why millions of smokers say: THEY SATISFY.

COMPOSE CHESTERFIELD WITH ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!